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Next Meeting

CONSERVATION UP- DATE
Wednesday 15 April 2015
8pm
Glenaeon School Hall, Edinburgh Road, Castlecrag
(between Charles and Edith Streets and opposite The Parapet)

Combined meeting of the Castlecrag Conservation Society &
the Castlecrag Progress Association

Mark Crew

Antarctic Voyager
Last summer Mark Crew Castlecrag Conservation Society
President ventured to the frozen lands to our south. Travelling via Buenos Aries and Ushuaia (the southernmost city on
the planet) in Argentina, from there he and 25 companions boarded the MV Plancius for two weeks of hiking, kayaking,
sleeping on ice, visiting penguin colonies, research stations and ice climbing. They were always a safe distance from
the ship.
This expedition was the first philanthropic venture to get five young adult indigenous Australians to Antarctica. There
they engaged in team building programmes, mentorship, leadership training and cultural exchanges between the
participants.
You are welcome to invite friends, family and neighbours to experience the talk and conversation about conservation in
Castlecrag.
Supper follow Mark’s talk.

Membership

Renewals for 2015 are now due. You will find a membership form inside. Please
forward it with your cheque or bank transfer to our treasurer Diana Jones or pay at our speaker meeting. We value
your contribution to our finances and also your support to conserve our environment.

Castlecrag Fair

will be held on Sunday 7th June. We will have a stall. Can you volunteer to help on the
stall for a couple of hours? Could members also please donate cakes, biscuits or jams to sell.. There will also be a
hamper raffle for which donations would be appreciated. Have you any suggestions about a campaign topic for the
stall? Please contact Mark on thecrews5@bigpond.com and Terese: thayward@teresehayward.com

INSIDE
Quotes & Sayings, Wildlife in Willoughby p2; Give 10/50 The Chop, loss
of habitat p3; Stop war on the Living World, Trade agreements must not
undermine environmental protection p 4; Climate Change News ps. 5-6;
CSG, Bulga versus Rio Tinto again p7; Climate Change is not
fundamentally complex, Homo sapiens dominance, Dredge Spoil
Dumping Ban P8.
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Wildlife in Willoughby

Quotes & Sayings
Coal is good

Simon Brown, Wildlife Officer, Willoughby City Council

We’ve had Prime Minister Tony Abbott’s “coal is
good for humanity”, the Treasurer Joe Hockey’s
“we export coal to lift nations out of poverty” and
the Finance Minister Matthias Cormann’s “coal is
good.”
The Guardian, December 2014
Fossil Award
This year’s Fossil of the Year Award, goes to
Australia which takes the Colossal Fossil award
for collecting more Fossil awards than any other
country here at COP20 (Conference Of the
Parties)..
International Climate Action Network, Lima December 2014

Gas Industry scrambles for a lifeline
On March 6, three weeks before the NSW state
election and with the government facing rising
opposition to its CSG policies, Resources and
Energy Minister Anthony Roberts announced
the cancellation of Petroleum Exploration Licence
463, formerly held by Dart Energy. The permit
covered the whole Sydney Basin, from Bundeena
in the south to Gosford in the north and as far west
as Rooty Hill.
On February 27 the Northern Territory
Government decided to allow continued
“fracking” to access their considerable shale gas
resources. On the same day Tasmania extended a
one-year ban on fracking, citing community
concern, public health, and the image and
reputation of the state’s food industry. Victoria’s
new Labor state government has said they will
maintain an existing moratorium on fracking until
at least to the end of the year, pending further
investigation.
Ben Courtice , Green Left Weekly March 10, 2015

Dame Marie gets political
Former NSW governor, Dame Marie Bashir,
says the destruction of farmland for mining is a
“crisis” that must stop, adding “I have never been
so emphatic or political in my life.”
SMH March 11, 2015

WHO?
“It is a matter of profound regret to see where the
country is being taken by a man whose defining
characteristics are bullying and dishonesty.”
Julian Burnside, SMH March 11, 2015

Cyclone Pam
After Cyclone Pam caused widespread destruction on
Vanuatu, a South Pacific archipelago, on March 14,
Prime Minister Baldwin Lonsdale said the devastating
cyclones increasingly hitting his nation were directly
linked to climate change. Green Left Weekly, 24 March 2015
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Hundreds of trees cut down
Bushfire risk not serious
The leafy North Shore is not as shady as it was last
year after losing more then 1200 trees since the 10/50
code was introduced in August.
The NSW Rural Fire Service said the 10/50
vegetation clearing code was part of the response to
last year’s bushfires, which destroyed over 200
homes.
`
But north shore councils report that most of
the trees have nothing to do with fire risk. Lane Cove
Council has lost more than 200 trees but said there
was no history of houses being damaged by bushfires
in the Lane Cove Local Government Area.
Willoughby Council General Manager Debra
Just said at least 400 trees had been chopped down.
“As the code does not require residents to
notify us when trees are being removed, the number
could be much higher”, she said.
Large trees that are a significant species of
the Blue Gum High Forest Endangered Ecological
Community are being removed. “


PS: … the new code also rescinded all other NSW
vegetation legislation to allow tree and undergrowth
clearing based purely on proximity to residential
structures….in effect the new code removed all the
nuanced and layered environmental protection
instruments …
and can only be overridden by the Federal Environmental
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation(EPBC) Act.
Isabel McIntosh Forest of Concerns, The Saturday Paper, March 21-27 2015

Australian

loss of habitat

Since European settlement of Australia more than 200
years ago, the rate of environmental change and loss of
species has greatly increased. Many of our ecosystems
have been lost and hundreds of species have become
extinct during this tine, including:
• 75 per cent of rainforests and nearly 50 per
cent of all forests
• more than 60 per cent of coastal wetlands in
southern and eastern Australia
• at least 50 birds and mammals, four frogs and
more than 60 species of plants.
visit zustralianmuseum.net.au/whats-happening to-Australia’s-biodiversity# for more information.
Abridged from WCC Events Calendar 2015

A Ku-ring-gai spokeswoman said their tree
register showed 420 trees lost but the “actual figure”
was much higher.
Ku-ring-gai Mayor Jennifer Anderson said
residents were “continuing to express opposition to
the legislation.”
Over at Mosman, the council said the law had
“decreased Mosman’s urban forest, affected habitat
corridors, created conflicts with some DAs and is
“clearly used for purposes other than as intended.”
Lane Cove MP Anthony Roberts said the
10/50 eligibility criteria was scaled back and an
independent review was expected to be completed by
the first half of 2015.
Nigel Gladstone, North Shore Times

Felled
Councils’ estimates of trees
cut down in their LGAs
Ku-ring-gai - 420
Willoughby - 400
Mosman -234
North Sydney - 10

13 March 2015
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It's Time to Stop Our War
on the Living World
If the news that in the past 40 years the world has

lost over 50% of its vertebrate wildlife (mammals,
birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish) fails to tell us
that there is something wrong with the way we
live, it’s hard to imagine what could. Who
believes that a social and economic system which
has this effect is a healthy one?
Who, contemplating this loss, could call it
progress. Many people blame this process on
human population growth, and there’s no doubt
that it has been a factor. But two other trends have
developed even faster and further. The first is the
rise in consumption; the second is amplification
by technology. Every year, new pesticides, fishing
technologies, mining methods, techniques for
processing trees are developed. We are waging an
increasingly asymmetric war against the living
world.
But why are we at war? In the rich nations,
which commission much of this destruction
through imports, most of our consumption has
nothing to do with meeting human needs.
We care ever less for the possessions we buy,
and dispose of them ever more quickly. Yet the
extraction of the raw materials required to produce
them, the pollution commissioned in their
manufacturing, the infrastructure and noise and
burning of fuel needed to transport them are
trashing a natural world infinitely more more
fascinating and intricate than the stuff we produce.
The loss of wildlife is a loss of wonder and
enchantment, of the magic with which the living
world infects our lives.
One of the remarkable characteristics of
recent growth in the rich world is how few people
benefit. Almost all the gains go to a tiny number
of people: one study suggests that the richest 1%
in the United States capture 93% of the increase in
incomes that growth delivers. Even with growth
rates of 2 or 3% or more, working conditions for
most people continue to deteriorate, as we find
ourselves on short contracts, without full
employment rights, without the security or the
choice or the pensions their parents enjoyed.
Working hours rise, wages stagnate or fall,
tasks become duller, more stressful and harder to
fulfil, emails and texts and endless demands
clatter inside our heads, shutting down the ability
to think, corners are cut, services deteriorate,
housing becomes almost impossible to afford,
there’s ever less money for essential public
services. What and whom is this growth for?

It’s for the people who run or own the banks, the
hedge funds, the mining companies, the
advertising firms, the lobbying companies, the
weapons manufacturers, the buy-to-let portfolios,
the office blocks, the country estates, the offshore
accounts. The rest of us are induced to regard it as
necessary and desirable through a system of
marketing and framing so intensive and allpervasive that it amounts to brainwashing.
And the beneficiaries? Well they are also the
biggest consumers, using their spectacular wealth
to exert impacts thousands of times greater than
most people achieve. Much of the natural world is
destroyed so that the very rich can fit their yachts
with mahogany, eat bluefin tuna sushi, scatter
ground rhino horn over their food, land their
private jets on airfields carved from rare
grasslands, burn in one day as much fossil fuel as
the average global citizen uses in a year.
Is this not the point at which we shout stop?
At which we use the extraordinary learning and
expertise we have developed to change the way
we organise ourselves, to contest and reverse the
trends that have governed our relationship with
the living planet for the past 2 million years, and
that are now destroying its remaining features at
astonishing speed?
Is this not the point at which we challenge the
inevitability of endless growth on a finite planet?
If not now, when ?
Severely abridged from George Monbiot's blog, The
Guardian 2/10/14

Free Trade Agreements must
not undermine environmental protection
The National Parks Association (NPA) has written
to the Hon. Andrew Robb MP, Federal Minister
for Trade and Investment, seeking assurances
that the ongoing Trans-Pacific Partnership
negotiations or any other trade agreement will not
undermine Australia’s environmental laws, or
restrict Australia’s ability to improve environmental protections. In particular the NPA has
requested that the Federal Government reject
inclusion of Investor-State Dispute Settlement
proposals in these free trade negotiations that
would allow foreign investors to sue governments
for millions of dollars in damages if their
investments are harmed by a government’s
environment policies and laws.
National ParksAssociation Journal Nature NSW, Winter 2014
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Climate Change
News
Toxic Tony Wins !
Tony Abbott’s government won the award as
Australia has been named the worst-performing
industrial country in the world on climate change,
in a report released at international negotiations in
Lima, Peru.
The climate change performance index ranked
Denmark as the best-performing country in the world,
followed by Sweden and Britain.
Among the world’s top 10 emitters, Germany was
ranked the highest at 22. Australia was second bottom
overall, above Saudi Arabia – which was not classified
as industrial.
The report states: “The new conservative
Australian government has apparently made good on
last year’s announcement and reversed the climate
policies previously in effect. As a result, the country
lost a further 21 positions in the policy evaluation
compared to last year, thus replacing Canada as the
worst-performing industrial country.”
The Guardian December 2014

Government gives goahead for expansion of coal
mining in Galilee Basin
Marg Gleeson, Green Left Weekly March 21, 2015

The Queensland Labor government has paved the way for
the huge expansion of coal mines in the Galilee Basin.
New Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk announced
on March 11 that a deal had been made with Adani and
GVK-Hancock to allow the dumping of dredge spoil from
the expansion of the coal port at Abbot Point in unused
industrial land adjacent to the port.
Palaszczuk said the deal met her election
campaign commitment to ban dumping of dredge spoil in
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park or in the Caley Valley
Wetlands. "I've always said I support the responsible and
sustainable development of the Galilee Basin and Abbot
Point, and the agreement we've reached demonstrates that,”
she said.
The expansion of the port facilities will
turn the Great Barrier Reef into a shipping superhighway.
Shipping restrictions are routinely flouted, and penalties are
weak. A Chinese coal ship was recently fined just $8000
for entering without a pilot a “no go” area of the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park on New Year’s Day.
But the biggest danger to the reef is climate change. The
expansion of the coal industry could seal its fate.

“Burning coal from all of the mines proposed for the
Galilee Basin would result in an incredible increase in
emissions. It has been estimated that it would be 705
million tonnes of CO2 per year compared to Australia’s
total 402 million tonnes in 2010. In 2012, this was more
than the annual emissions of any country excepting the top
6 emitting countries. Obviously this will dwarf any
reductions planned by our current governments

Climate warming coming true

PLANET boundaries are those considered crucial
to maintaining an environment in which humanity
can safely exist.
Alongside climate change, they
include ocean acidification, ozone depletion,
fresh water use, changing land use, biodiversity
loss, chemical pollution, atmospheric aerosol
loading and the nitrogen and phosphorous cycles.
Professor Will Steffen from the ANU and
Stockholm Resilience Centre, show that four of
thEse planet boundaries have gone beyond safe
levels.
Conducted over five years, research showed
that human-driven climate change, biodiversity
loss, land use change, and the levels of
phosphorous and nitrogen entering the world’s
oceans are shifting the Earth to a previously
unknown state, which is becoming less hospitable
to human life.
A climate report just released by the CSIRO
and the Bureau of Meteorology now shows that
Australia will be subject to a wide range of
adverse events caused by human-driven climate
change. These include heavier rainstorms, less
total rain, fewer but more severe cyclones, an
increased risk of bushfires, and hotter days.
Professor Steffen said “We are clearing land,
we are degrading land, we introduce feral animals
and take out the top predators, we change the
marine ecosystem by overfishing– its death by a
thousand cuts.”
John Rainford, Green Left Weekly 4th February 2015
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Maules Creek Mine

k

The Maules Creek mine will emit approximately 30
million tonnes of CO2 per year. Over its 30 year life, the
mine will emit about twice as much carbon pollution as the
government’s Direct Action Plan might save between 2014
and 2020.
The Leard State Forest, located in northern NSW,
is home to endangered species and countless native
animals. But mining giant Whitehaven Coal wants to tear it
down and build a huge new open-cut coal mine.
This mine would require much of this ancient
forest to be bulldozed. And if built, it would have a
devastating impact on the health of local residents, water
quality, and our global climate

Greenpeace News Release June 2014

Importance of healthy ecosystems



ACF Habitat March 2015

The Aral Sea underscores the importance of healthy
ecosystems. Not only were a host of species lost forever as
the sea became hypersaline and dried up. This ecosystem
collapse led to an socio-economic disaster that saw the
closure of regional fisheries and major impacts on human
health that continue to this day.
David Hobb

Australasian Science Oct 2013
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Lock the Gate Alliance
welcomes Labor’s Pilliga
promise

Tamworth voters won’t
swallow coal and gas
mining in North West

Phil Laird 1 March 20, 2015

The Lock the Gate Alliance
says that the ALP’s promise
to permanently ban coal
seam gas in the Pilliga forest
in North West New South
Wales is a hugely significant and welcome commitment and has called on the Baird Government to give
North West farming communities certainty by matching the pledge.
Lock the Gate Alliance New South Wales
Coordinator, Georgina Woods, said, “The Pilliga Sandstone
is a recharge aquifer for the Great Artesian Basin, and
drilling for coal seam gas should never have been approved
there. It is simply irresponsible to allow a risky venture like
coal seam gas to put this ancient water source at risk when
so many communities are utterly dependent on it.
“We welcome the Labor Party’s commitment that
the Pilliga will be safe if they win the election, but the
farming communities of the North West need the certainty
that no matter who wins Government, coal seam gas will
not proceed in the Pilliga.
“Santos have all but pulled out of the project.
There’s no reason to press ahead with it, and so much to
lose. We’re asking Premier Mike Baird to match this
promise and make the Pilliga off limits to CSG.”

GAS PLAN CSG LICENCE BUYBACK EXTENDED
Minister for Resources and Energy Anthony Roberts today
announced a re-elected Baird Government will extend the
Petroleum Exploration Licence (PEL) buy-back scheme
under the NSW Gas Plan.
Mr Roberts said the buy-back scheme, Action 4 of
the NSW Gas Plan, has so far seen 12 PELs cancelled that
covered more than 2,941,081 hectares of NSW.
Northern Star 20 March 2015

Climate extremes matter most
for Biodiversity
The world is expected to warm up to 4 degrees C by
2070, but it is the extreme weather events associated with
climate change that threaten biodiversity most. There are
numerous signs that climate change is already causing
large shifts in natural communities. These include shifts in
the distribution of species along climate gradients such as
the east coast of Australia, where some species of
butterflies and other insects as well as birds are now
being found further south.These organisms as well s some
animals and reptiles, are also moving to higher elevations
as conditions become warmer.
Ary Hoffman, Australasian Science Sept. 2014

Georgina Woods 2 March 17, 2015 ·

A new poll commissioned by Lock the Gate Alliance has
revealed that an overwhelming majority of Tamworth
voters are opposed to plans for coal and coal seam gas
mining in north-west NSW.
The poll found that:
•
87% of respondents were concerned about the
risks of coal seam gas mining
•
83.4% of respondents said landholders should
have the right to say 'no' to mining
•
66% of respondents were opposed to any coal
mines on the Liverpool Plains

Bulga versus Rio
Tinto: Round two
Kathy Fairfax

The tiny community of Bulga will continue their
David and Goliath fight in the courts against a
coal mine that threatens the very existence of the
village.
The decision to go back to the court comes in
the wake of March 5 approval by the Planning and
Assessment Commission (PAC) for the expansion
of Rio Tinto’s giant Mount Thorley-Warkworth
open-cut coal mine, despite two court decisions
against the project.
PAC has also suggested that the village of
Bulga be relocated against the residents will.
Bulga is a tiny village founded in 1825, on
the periphery of the upper Hunter Valley in NSW.
It rests on the edge of the largest wilderness in
Australia’s south-east, the Wollemi National Park
— more than 400,000 hectares of natural beauty.
In April last year the NSW Court of Appeal
unanimously rejected all the arguments of Rio
Tinto and the state government.

Abridged from Green Left Weekly, March 17, 2015
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We have come out of the last ice age as clear
winners, spreading across the globe. We have subdued
much of the natural world and domesticated plants and
animals to serve our needs. We wield unheralded powers to
create new worlds and have often been unimaginably
ruthless in our conquests…
Our ancestors shaped much of the world, burning
forests, draining swamps and domesticating some species
while wiping out others. With industrialisation our forces
grew monumentally and it may be our generation that is
waking up to the fact we are rapidly altering this planet —
potentially undermining our future prosperity,
Quotes from The GAP The Science of what Separates us from Other Animals by
Thomas Suddendorf, basic books 2013

Dredge spoil dumping ban in
Reef Marine Park a welcome
start but missed opportunity
for long-term protection


Chemistry in Australia March 2015

Homo sapiens dominance
Much of the human population is waking up to the
realisation that our actions have produced immense
pollution and have drastically reduced biodiversity…
We have overcome many obstacles on the way to
planetary dominance. We have created light where we
could not see. We have created warmth where we were
cold. Our smarts (brains) have given us tools to do what we
could not do before, whether it’s hunting from a distance
or curing illness. Increasingly our technologies gave
control over what we care about. We keep finding new
solutions to problems and call this progress — while tacitly
ignoring the fact that most of our solutions have spawned
new problems of their own, from hard labour to pollution…
Many of us are feeling morally responsible for
the fact that our actions, from pollution to deforestation, are
causing the destruction of animal habitats and the
extinction of species…….

The Australian Marine Conservation Society (AMCS) has
today (March 16, 2015) welcomed as a start, the Federal
Government’s release of draft regulations to ban dumping
of capital dredge spoil in the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park.
However, the Reef needs the Federal Government to ban
dumping in the entire Great Barrier Reef World Heritage
Area.
Felicity Wishart, the AMCS Great Barrier Reef
campaign director for AMCS, said more than 80% of
dumping in the Reef’s waters since 2010 has occurred
outside the Marine Park but within the World Heritage Area
where it can easily drift onto seagrass and corals.
“A ban on the dumping of dredge spoil in the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is a welcome first step but
it leaves a giant loophole which will have to be closed by
the Queensland government,” Ms Wishart said today.
“It would provide far better protection if the Federal
government took full responsibility and banned capital
dredge spoil dumping in all the Reef’s waters. It has the
powers to do this if it so chooses.
“The new Queensland government has agreed to
close the loophole and ban dumping in the Reef’s coastal
waters which is great news but this could be readily
overturned if the government changed, given Queensland’s
one house parliament.
“A federal ban is far more likely to remain in
place for the long term as any change would need to pass
through the Senate. We will be encouraging the community
to call on the Federal Government to broaden the ban to
stop capital dredge spoil dumping in the entire Reef World
Heritage Area,” Ms Wishart said.
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Mark Crew

Antarctic
Voyager
Last summer Mark Crew Castlecrag Conservation Society
President ventured to the frozen lands to our south. Travelling via
Buenos Aries and Ushuaia (the southernmost city on the planet) in
Argentina, from there he and 25 companions boarded the
MIVPlancius for two weeks of hiking, kayaking, sleeping on ice,
visiting penguin colonies, research stations and ice climbing. They
were always a safe distance from the ship.
This expedition was the first philanthropic venture to get five
young adult indigenous Australians to Antarctic. There they
engaged in team building programmes, mentorship, leadership
training and cultural exchanges between the participants,
You are welcome to invite friends, family and neighbours to experience
the talk and conversation about conservation in Castlecrag.
Supper follow Mark’s talk.

